Quadratic reciprocity laws for the rationals and rational function fields are proved. An elementary proof for Hilbert's reciprocity law is given. Hilbert's reciprocity law is extended to certain algebraic function fields.
This paper contains a few contributions to both problems. In particular, we will give a reciprocity law for arbitrary quadratic forms over a rational function field, and a simple proof of Hilbert's reciprocity law for global fields. This proof is based on a recent theorem of Milnor about the behavior of quadratic forms over p-adic fields under the transfer-homomorphism [8] . By generalizing Milnor's theorem slightly, we obtain a generalization of Hilbert's reciprocity law to algebraic function fields over a "Milnor field".
DEFINITIONS, NOTATIONS, KNOWN RESULTS
We assume familiarity with basic results about quadratic forms over fields; in particular, over finite and p-adic fields; and we refer to [ 11, 17, 221 for general references about quadratic forms. We denote similarity of quadratic forms by N and isometry by g.
Inuariants
We consider fields of characteristic f2 only. Let K be such a field. Every quadratic form q over K can be written in "diagonal form" q G (a, ,..., a,> = <al> 0 ... 0 (a,>, where (ai) denotes the l-dimensional form aix2. We define discriminant(q) = d(q) = (-l)n(n-1)/2al ... a, . This is a well-defined element of the group of square classes K*/K*2. If q is even-dimensional, we call the Witt-invariant of q the element c(q) of the Brauer group B(K) of K determined by the Clifford algebra of q. If q is odd-dimensional, we call the Witt-invariant the element c(q) determined by the even Clifford algebra of q. The invariants d, c are well defined for elements of the Witt group W(K), i.e., for similarity classes of quadratic forms.
Transfer
Let L/K be a finite algebraic extension, and s : L + K a K-linear map #O. If q is a nondegenerate quadratic form over L, then s*q = sq is a nondegenerate quadratic form over K. One obtains in this way a transferhomomorphism for the Witt groups In particular, if L/K is separable, we may take s to be the trace Tr,,, . If q is a quadratic form over K, denote by qr. the corresponding form over L. One has the "Frobenius reciprocity": s*(qL) Lx q 0 s*(l), q E WQ.
We refer to [16, 171 for more information about the transfer-homomorphism.
Local fields
Let K be a local field, i.e., K is complete with respect to a discrete valuation. We refer to [18] for the theory of local fields. Let k be the residue class field and assume char(k) # 2, let r be a prime element. Every quadratic form q over K can be written in the form where ai , bj are units. The quadratic form y1 = (al )..., ii,) over k is well defined up to similarity, and is called the first residue class form of q. After a choice of rr, the quadratic form q2 = (6, ,..., &J is well defined up to similarity and is called the second residue class form of q. This construction gives an isomorphism W(K) E W(k) 0 WV (depending on the choice of r). It follows, moreover, that if every (n + l)-dimensional form over k is isotropic, every (2n + l)-dimensional form over K is isotropic. Details may be found in [20] .
We call a field p-adic if it is local and if the residue class field is finite. If K is p-adic or real, we may identify the Witt invariant c(q) with +l or -1 depending on whether c(q) is split or nonsplit. In this section we recall some results which will be used in later sections. In the theory of quadratic forms over fields one is mostly confronted with the following two questions:
"Easy" problem: Is a given quadratic form q isometric to a direct sum of hyperbolic planes, i.e., is q = 0 in the Witt group ? "DiJicult" problem: Is a given quadratic form q isotropic, i.e., is there a nonzero x such that q(x) = O? EXAMPLE 1.1 (T. A. Springer). Let k be an algebraic extension of odd degree.
(i) (Weak theorem) The canonical homomorphism r* :
is injective.
(ii) (Strong theorem) Ifq is anisotropic over K, then q is anisotropic over L.
The weak result can be proved very easily [14] , the strong result is a little bit harder [19] . (ii) (Strong theorem) The maximal n such that {I,..., 1) (n summands) is anisotropic is a power of 2.
The proof of the weak result is quite formal [16] ; for the strong result one has to use multiplicative forms. A proof -due to Witt-will be given after 1.5. (i) (Strong theorem. Minkowski) A quadratic form q over Q is isotropic if and only tfit is isotropic over all p-adicjelds and the reals.
It is somewhat surprising that the corresponding weak theorem is very elementary, the proof is in fact a preliminary step to a proof of the Gauss reciprocity law. This has only recently been shown by Milnor [9] , whose proof is based on work of Bass and Tate [2] . We want to describe this result in more detail:
If p is an odd prime, we have a canonical homomorphism The proof is short and elementary; it may be easily adapted from Milnor's proof of a corresponding (slightly more difficult) result for rational function fields (see 1.4 . below). EXAMPLE 1.4. Consider a rational function field F = K(x), where char(K) # 2. We will keep the transcendental element x fixed. The "finite" primes p of F/K are in 1-l correspondence to the irreducible polynomialsp(x) with leading coefficient 1. We denote by Fp Pfister has communicated to me the interesting result that the corresponding strong result is false. Example 1.5. The distinction between the "easy problem" and the "difficult problem" may explain why Pfister's multiplicative forms are so useful, because for multiplicative forms both questions coincide. We give Witt's unpublished version of Pfister's theory (see also [17, Chapter II) :
An isotropic quadratic form q is called multiplicative if q -0. An anisotropic form q is called multiplicative if it represents 1 and if for every nonzero element a represented by q (g(x) = a for some x) the forms q and aq are isometric.
It is easy to see that the forms (1, a) are multiplicative.
LEMMA.
If q is multiplicative, q 0 (1, a) is multiplicative.
Proof. If q is multiplicative and isotropic, q 0 (1, a) -0, i.e., q @ (1, a) is multiplicative.
Assume q is anisotropic, and q 0 (1, a) = q @ aq is isotropic, i.e., q(x) + aq(y) = 0 for suitable x, y. Since q is multiplicative, The maximal n such that (l,..., 1) (n summands) is anisotropic is injinite or a power of 2.
Proof. Let 2"-l <n < 2". The form (l,..., 1) (2" summands) is multiplicative and isotropic, hence 4. By Witt's cancellation theorem, (l,..., 1) s (-l,..., -1) (2k-1 summands); hence n = 2"-l.
RECIPROCITY LAWS OVER Q
This section contains reciprocity laws for rational quadratic forms along the lines of [2, lo] . For the proof we shall need the following lemma.
LEMMA 2.2 (Gauss). If p is a prime = 1 (mod 8) , then there exists a prime q such that 2 < q < p and p is not a square mod q.
Proof.
[2, lo].
Proof of 2.1. It is obvious that xm is reduction mod 8. Moreover, x( -1,2) = 0 implies x2 = 0. If p is an odd prime, then it is easy to check that the following equations hold in W(Q,):
Since a,(-1,p) =Ofor qEfJ, q fp, and a,(-l,p) =(l), it follows that ~~(1) = p -1 (mod 8).
If p = 3,7 (mod 8), vD G (1, l), and we have proved everything in this case. Assume p = 5 (mod 8). In this case, 2 is not a square in F, : (-l))(@a-l) = (-1). Since -1 is a square, ?a = (-1,2). Moreover, in W(Q,) we know that But Hence,
which completes the proof in this case. Assume finally p = 1 (mod 8). Choose q according to 2.2. and consider the form # = (1, -p, -q, pq). Obviously, this form is 0 in W(Qz). Moreover, a,(
We choose q such that (-1, p) = y'p . Carrying out induction on p we conclude from the induction hypothesis, xa( -1, p} 3 4 (mod 8), that x&--l, q) = 4 (mod 9, and a fortiori (-1, q) = y?, . If we apply Theorem 2.1. to the quaternion forms (1, -a, -b, ab), we obtain the Gauss reciprocity law in the form stated in the introduction.
We now want to formulate a complement to Theorem 2.1. To do this choose an odd prime p, and let The proof of this proposition is analogous to the proof of 2.1. However, it is even simpler since it is not necessary to use 2.2. Also, we leave it to the reader to work out the reciprocity laws for other homomorphisms x: W(Q)-A. We want to conclude this section with a remark on an invariant of integral symmetric bilinear forms which is often used in topology. Let M be a free Z-module of finite rank, letf : M x M -+ Z be a nonsingular symmetric bilinear form, and 1: M/2M x M/2M -+ Z/22 the reduction of f mod 2. Since X i-t&?, X) is a homomorphism, there is a unique W E M/2M such that j((x, X) = f(X, E) for all X, i.e., f(x, x) = f(x, w) (mod 2).
Therefore,f(w, w) is uniquely determined modulo 8: f(w + 2x, w + 2x) = f(w, w) + 4(f(x, w) +m xl).
It is easy to see that we obtain a homomorphism
defined on the Witt group W(Z) of nonsingular symmetric bilinear forms over Z. Now it is easy to see that W(Z) imbeds into W(Q). (In fact, this is true for any Dedekind domain and its quotient field [7] .) We claim that a,(W(Z)) = 0 for p = 2,3,... . This is obvious for p = 2 because the determinant of a nonsingular integral form is f 1. For p odd, this follows from the fact that f can be written in diagonal form over the p-adic integers. Since all diagonal coefficients must be units, the second residue form is 0. In view of 1.3, we have shown that W(Z) E Z.
COROLLARY 2.4. The invariant r is congruent to the signature module 8.
Proof. It suffices to check this for the generator (1) of W(Z), where it is obviously true. If we want to prove condition (ii), it suffices to check this condition for a single S0 because a&+$ s q)N . Condition (ii) will usually be proved stepwise by construction of a tower of field extensions and Li-,-homomorphisms si : Li ---f LipI . Let US also remark that (ii) is always true in the case of an extension of odd degree. By 1.1 the form (P)~)~ is anisotropic, i.e., (q~~)~ g yN . Thus we may use the Frobenius reciprocity and the fact that to obtain s*(pN) &% FL 8 s*(l) ?% VL @ (1, 1, -1, 1, --1,-., 1, -1 TheJinite fields are Milnorfields of degree 1.
Proof. (i) is well known and trivial.
(ii) It suffices to consider extensions of degree odd or 2. The first case is settled by our general remark. In the quadratic case one has cpN = <I, E), where E represents the nonsquare of N = L(E). Define s(l) = 1, S(E) = 0. Thus S*(E) is isotropic i.e., a hyperbolic plane. Therefore s*(l, E) -s*(l) 5z (1, -normN,t(c)) (see [14] ). Norm,,,(E) is a nonsquare of L. Separating the cases depending upon whether -1 is a square in L or not, one sees easily that
(1, -nom4h.(4) is anisotropic, i.e., is vr. .
Remark. This proposition and its proof remain valid in the case of a quasi-finite field. (See [18] for the notion of a quasi-finite field.) THEOREM 3.3. If k is a Milnorjield of degree n, and ifK is a local field with residue class field k, then K is a Milnor@eId of degree n + 1.
Proof. (i) Denote the residue class field of L by h. Let cpt be the unique 2"+Wimensional anisotropic form whose first and second residue class forms are v,, . (Note that in this case the second residue class form is independent of the choice of the prime 7.) It is well known that (i) is satisfied (see Section 1).
(ii) To simplify our notations we will write L/K instead of N/L. Since a purely inseparable extension is of odd degree, this case is settled by our general remark, and we may assume L/K is separable. For the same reason we may assume L/K is tamely ramified. Let K,, be the maximal unramified extension of K contained in L. The extension L/K,, is normal and cyclic. As in the case of a finite field, we may reduce the problem to the quadratic case. Hence we can write L = K,, = K,,.( 1/;;), where T is a prime. If 4 is the uniquely determined anisotropic form over K,, with 1st residue class form P)~,, and 2nd residue class form 0, we can write i.e.,
As a corollary we see that every p-adic field, p { 2, is a Milnor field of degree 2. As usual this is true in the dyadic case also: A more general result and a completely different proof can be found in [13] . Milnor's theorem is essentially contained already in [21] .
RECIPROCITY LAWS OVER RATIONAL FUNCTION FIELDS
We consider a rational function field F = K(X) and shall use the same notations as in Example 1.4, except for the following simplification: Zf Q is a quadratic form over F, let q,, be the second residue class form of Qp = QFp with respect to the uniformizing element p(x) resp. I/x at co. Remark. Results, analogous to 1.4 and 4. I, were proved by Faddeev for the Brauer group of a rational function field (see [15] ).
We now use 4.1 to deduce more examples of reciprocity laws. Let x : W(F) ---f W(K) be the composition of the canonical homomorphism W(F) + W(Fa) and the3rst residue homomorphism We leave it to the reader to investigate the case of a prime of degree > 1. This is related to the behaviour of the whole situation under a constant field extension.
Remark.
Theorem 4.1, particularly in its reformulation answers a question of Knebusch [7, Section 131 . That there should exist a reciprocity law of this type (i.e., involving the transfer) has been pointed out to me by Harder. A somewhat similar result for algebraic number fields has been proved by Weil [21, p. 179, Proposition 51. The arbitrary choice of the transcendental x here corresponds there to a choice of a character of the adele group.
RECIPROCITY LAWS OVER ALGEBRAIC NUMBER FIELDS
In this section we want to give an elementary proof of the Hilbert reciprocity law: (ii) For every quadratic form q over K of even dimension and discriminant 1 the number of primes p such that c(qJ # 1 isJinite and even. If s(Q) = card@(Q)), we will first prove that this number is even when F = K(x) is a rational function. By 4.1 we know that 0 sp*tqp) -0. n Now, using the Milnor property and the definition of locally universal, we see that all the nonzero summands are similar to yK. Therefore, their number must be even.
To settle the case of an arbitrary function field we apply Lemma 5.3. Let E be a finite separable extension of F = K(x), and let Q be a locally universal form over E. From the lemma it follows that Tr&,(Q) is locally Finally, we assume that we know the theorem for an algebraic function field F, and we want to extend it to a purely inseparable extension E/F. We may restrict ourselves to the case when [ From the theory of quadratic forms over complete local rings (or using an easy direct argument) it follows that we can write the form QA as a diagonal form with all diagonal coefficients contained in Fp C A. Thus s*(Q), = sp*tQ,) = 8~ 0 sp*(l> -Qrp 3 i.e., as above, we know that Qrp + 0 if and only if s*(Q)+, + 0. This completes the proof.
As a corollary we obtain the Hilbert reciprocity law for algebraic function fields with a quasi-finite constant field.
Let us finally remark without going into details: COROLLARY 6.2. (i) Let K be a Milnor field of degree 2 and F an algebraic function field in one variable over K. Let G be a simple algebraic group of type G, de$ned over F. The number of primes of F/K where G is anisotropic is finite and even.
(ii) Let K be a Milnor field of degree 4 and F an algebraic function field in one variable over K. Let G be a simple algebraic group of type F4 derived from a reduced exceptional simple Jordan algebra which is defined over F. The number ofprimes of F/K where G is anisotropic is finite and even.
(The proof follows from the fact that in both cases G is defined via a multiplicative form of the appropriate dimension.)
